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U'khand CM Slept For 36 Hrs, Did Not Take Pree MHA To Send Central Teams
vertive Measures Ahead Of Heavy Rains: Harish To Uttarakhand, Kerala Soon
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SDRF Retrieves Bodies

Of Five Missing Trekkers
In U'khand's
Bageshwar
Bageshwar:

State

retrieved bodies of five
trekkers who were part
of a team of
six, who
had gone missing at

cessant rains.

Sundarones. trek in
Kapkot of ‘Bageshwar
district,
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Amit Shah who asked the
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operation for the six
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assistance from the National Disaster Relief
Fund, the officials added.
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Pursuant to Regulation 29 read with Regulation 47 of the 3!

(Listing Obligation
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Breakup Of Covid-19 Cases In Uttarakhand: Status At 6:00 PM On October 26, 2021
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